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A data-processing technique is proposed for use with conventional frequency-chirped absorption spectros-
copy to ensure accurate mapping of spectral features into time-domain signatures with arbitrarily fast read-
out chirp rates. This technique recovers the spectrum from a signal that is distorted owing to the fast chirp
rate and therefore facilitates fast measurement of the spectral features over a broad spectral range with
high resolution. Both numerical simulations and experimental results are presented. © 2005 Optical Society
of America
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Conventional absorption spectroscopy and coherent
transient spectroscopy1–9 are commonly used tech-
niques for the readout of spectral features. In coher-
ent transient spectroscopy, a Fourier-transform-
limited laser field, usually a brief pulse, is used to
probe the medium. The output field contains a high-
bandwidth coherent response from the spectral
features.3 This technique has limited practical utility,
as it requires high-power and high-bandwidth laser
sources and low-noise and high-dynamic-range
broad-bandwidth photodetectors. In conventional ab-
sorption spectroscopy, a frequency-chirped electric
field is used to attempt to create a temporal map of
the spectral features. However, the readout chirp
rate is limited if high spectral resolution is required.
Mapping a Lorentzian spectral hole with FWHM G
requires that k!G2, where k=B /tc is the chirp rate
for chirp bandwidth B and chirp time tc. When the
chirp rate is fast relative to the spectral features of
interest, the readout signal deviates from direct map-
ping owing to the coherent response from the me-
dium. We propose a data-processing technique to re-
move these distortions such that the spectral
features can be recovered with fast readout and high
resolution.

The propagation of electric field E along direction z
through a material is described by ]2E /]z2

−m0e0]2E /]t2=m0]2P /]t2, where P is the polarization
and e0 and m0 are the electric permittivity and mag-
netic permeability, respectively, of free space. Apply-
ing the slowly varying envelope approximation in a
rotating frame with E=Est ,zdcoss2pv0t−k0zd and P
=Pst ,zdcoss2pv0t−k0zd and transforming to a moving
coordinate system sz→z , t→ t−z /cd yields
]Est ,zd /]z=−im0pv0cPst ,zd, where v0 is the optical
carrier frequency, k0=2pv0 /c, and c=1/Îe0m0. For an
optically thin medium of length dz, the field propaga-
tion can be simplified as Eoutstd=Einstd
− idzm0pv0cPstd. The polarization is now z indepen-
dent and is related to the incident field by Psvd
=e0xsvdEsvd, where Esvd and Psvd are the Fourier
transforms of Estd and Pstd, respectively, and xsvd
=x8svd+ ix9svd is the complex susceptibility of the ma-

terial, which is related to absorption coefficient asvd
as x9svd<−asvd /k0 and x8svd= s2/pde−`

` sx9ssd / ss2

−v2dds. In general, any arbitrary spectral features
can be decomposed as asvd=e0

` gstdcosf2pvt+wstdgdt.
Within the context of spectral holography, asvd can be
viewed as a series of sinusoidal spectral gratings
with a corresponding period of 1/t , where gstd is the
spectral grating amplitude and wstd is the phase of
the spectral grating. The complex susceptibility and
the polarization can now be expressed as xsvd
= si /k0de0

` gstdexph−if2pvt+wstdgjdt and Pstd
=e0e0

` xstdEst−tddt, where xstd= si /k0dgstdexpf−iwstdg.
The resultant output field from the material is

Eoutstd = Einstd − dz E
0

`

gstdexpf− iwstdgEinst − tddt.

s1d

For chirped readout the input probe field is Ec
instd

=E0 coss2pvst+kt2 /2d, where E0 is the amplitude of
the field and vs is the start frequency of the chirp.
The output is the sum of the delayed weighted repli-
cas of the chirped pulses and the transmitted chirped
pulse. The intensity of the readout signal is

uEc
outstdu2 = E0

2 + A E
0

`

gstdcosf2pktt + fl + fq + wstdgdt,

s2d

where A=−2E0
2, fl=2pvst is the start-frequency-

dependent phase, and fq=−pkt2 is the quadratic
phase. When fq!p skt2!1d, the second term of
uEc

outstdu2 is proportional to asvd, with the frequency
time-scale conversion v=kt and an offset of vs /k that
is due to fl. The output is a direct map of the spectral
features in the materials, as in conventional absorp-
tion spectroscopy. The quadratic phase, fq, is respon-
sible for the significant deviation from the direct
spectral mapping for chirp rates of the order of 1/tmax

2

or greater,4 where tmax is defined as gstd<0 for
t.tmax and is related to the finest spectral features.
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In the case of a single Lorentzian spectral hole with
FWHM G, gstd~exps−Gtd, the distortion that is due to
fq can be ignored only when k!G2. In general, the
slow chirp readout limit is relative to the finest struc-
ture of the spectral features.

A novel solution for the distorted chirp readout is
to remove the quadratic phases from the readout sig-
nal in postprocessing. The procedure is as follows: (1)
Fourier transform readout signal intensity uEc

outstdu2,
(2) compensate for the linear and quadratic phases,
and (3) inverse Fourier transform the result of step
(2). Step (1) yields

Ssvd = fAgsuv/kud/2kgexphif2pvsv/k − sgnsvdpv2/k

+ sgnsvdwsuv/kudgj, s3d

where sgnsvd= +1 for vù0 and sgnsvd=−1 for v,0.
In step (2) we compensate for the linear and the qua-
dratic phases by multiplying Ssvd by exph−ipf2vsv
−sgnsvdv2g /kj, which yields

S8svd = Afgsuv/kud/2kgexpfi sgnsvdwsuv/kudg. s4d

Phase wsuv /kud and the grating amplitude gsuv /kud are
functions of the delay, tv= uv /ku, and carry complete
information on the original spectral features. Step (3)
yields the restored spectrum:

Sstd = A E
0

`

gstvdcosf2ptvkt + wstvdgdtv = Aasktd,

s5d

which is an exact mapping of asv−vsd. This algorithm
enables arbitrary spectral features to be recovered
with arbitrarily fast readout chirp rates, provided
that the chirp bandwidth covers the full spectrum of
interest and that there is an additional bandwidth of
<k /dv, where dv is the finest feature width. There-
fore the spectral resolution of the recovery algorithm,
dv=tc

−1, is determined by the chirp duration instead
of by the chirp rate.

Using a previously developed numerical model for
inhomogeneously broadened media,8 we simulated
the readout and recovery of Lorentzian spectral holes
of various widths with a readout chirp rate of k
=1 MHz/ms. The normalized readout signals and the
normalized spectral holes are plotted in the upper
parts of curves (a)–(d) in Fig. 1 for G
=3,1,0.3,0.1 MHz. The temporal profiles of the read-
out signals are plotted on the converted frequency
scale. The recovered spectra are the lower parts of
the curves in the figure. In curves (d) and (c), k@G2

and the readout signals are severely distorted. Even
when k=G2 as in curve (b), the distortions are still
significant. Only when k!G2, as in curve (a), is the
direct mapping condition of conventional absorption
spectroscopy close to being met, though a slight dis-
tortion is still noticeable. In all cases the recovery al-
gorithm produced accurate mappings of the spectral
feature.

This spectral recovery technique was experimen-
tally demonstrated with a spectral hole-burning crys-
tal, Tm3+:YAG, at 4.2 K. Figure 2(a) shows a sche-

matic of the experimental setup. A frequency-
stabilized diode laser is tuned to the absorption
resonance of Tm3+ at 793.380 nm. A radio-frequency
(RF) signal from the arbitrary wave-form generator
(AWG) was modulated onto the optical carrier by an
acousto-optic modulator (AOM). The crystal was irra-
diated with the modulated light for 100 ms. Spectral
holes that are due to driving the AOM with frequen-
cies of 262, 263, 264, and 270 MHz are engraved in
the crystal. The hole widths, estimated at 200 kHz,
result from the recording time, the laser linewidth,
and the coherence decay time s,20 msd. Two digital
chirps of bandwidth B=20 MHz were generated with
the AOM driven by the AWG. The chirp durations, tc,
were 100 ms sk=0.2 MHz/msd and 20 ms sk
=1 MHz/msd. These chirp rates are 5 times and 25
times faster, respectively, than the conventional limit
given by G2<0.04 MHz/ms. The readout signals, on a

Fig. 1. Simulations of chirped readout sk=1 MHz/msd of
spectral holes of various widths. The normalized readout
and recovered signals are plotted as a function of frequency
for comparison with the normalized spectral hole. The re-
covery processing uses the readout data with a band width
from −10 to 10 MHz. To show the details of the signal, the
frequency scale in the plot is from −2.5 to 7.5 MHz.

Fig. 2. Experimental demonstration: (a) schematic of the
experimental setup. Readout and recovered signals with (b)
k=0.2 and (c) k=1 MHz/ms.
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converted frequency scale, are shown in the upper
traces of Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). In the readout signal
with k=0.2 MHz/ms, the frequencies of primary spec-
tral features can be resolved but the shapes are dis-
torted. The readout signal with k=1 MHz/ms has sig-
nificant distortions that are due to the interference
between the coherent responses, and the frequencies
of the spectral features cannot be resolved. The lower
traces in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) show the recovered sig-
nals that are almost identical for these two chirp
rates. The small differences are due to fluctuations
during burning and readout.

To demonstrate the readout of arbitrary absorption
spectral features we simulated the readout of a com-
plicated spectral profile in Fig. 3(a), which we created
by using a pseudorandom biphase pattern at
10 Mbits/s with a pattern duration of tp=10 ms. As
the material’s coherence decay is ignored, the finest
feature, dv<0.1 MHz, is determined by the pattern
duration. The readout chirp has bandwidth B
=10.4 MHz and chirp duration tc=104 ms, which in-
cludes rising and falling edges of 2 ms each and cor-
responding frequency scanning of 0.2 MHz each. The
chirp rate, k=0.1 MHz/ms, is ten times faster than
the slow chirp limit dv2; this causes significant devia-
tion of the direct readout signal in curve (b) of Fig. 3
from the original spectrum in curve (a). The recov-
ered data, plotted in curve (c) of Fig. 3, is a precise
map of the spectral features over the center band-
width. One can correct the distortions on the rising
edge that result from the nonuniform amplitude by
normalizing the recovered signal with the chirp field
envelope. However, distortions near the falling edge
result not only from the nonuniform amplitude but
also from a cutoff effect. The information about each
spectral feature is spread out in the readout signal
over a temporal duration up to tp<1/dv. The cutoff
in time affects the accuracy of the mapping in the fre-
quency range up to ktp from the falling edge, which is
1 MHz in this case.

The recovery algorithm permits fast measurement
of spectral features over a broad spectral range with
high resolution and eliminates the need for prior
knowledge of the spectral feature to adjust the chirp
rate, as required by conventional absorption spec-
troscopy. Spectral features over a bandwidth B can be
measured with chirp rates up to k=Bdv, where dv is
the finest possible feature width that can be esti-
mated from the recording time, laser linewidth, and
homogeneous broadening. This chirp rate is B /dv
times faster than dv2, the limit of conventional ab-
sorption spectroscopy. The requirement of the detec-
tor bandwidth increases with the readout chirp rate.
To resolve minimum spectral feature dv by using a
chirp with rate k, we require the detector to have a
bandwidth kdv−1. For maximum chirp rate k=Bdv,
the detector bandwidth should be B, which is the
same as that of coherent transient spectroscopy. Be-
cause the chirp readout uses heterodyne detection for
which the output signal is the beat of the echo field
and the transmitted field, the output signal is stron-
ger than the direct detection of the echo signal used
in coherent transient spectroscopy. Inasmuch as the
recovery algorithm treats conventional absorption
spectroscopy and coherent transient spectroscopy in
the same physical framework, it is applicable for a
vast range of chirp rates and provides flexibility in a
variety of applications, including RF signal process-
ing and RF spectral analysis.
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Fig. 3. Simulation of chirped readout of an arbitrary spec-
trum. (a) An arbitrary spectrum with finest feature dv
<0.1 MHz. (b) A readout signal with B=10 MHz and k
=1 MHz/ms. (c) The recovered spectrum.
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